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Abstract—This paper presents Salsa, a novel, decentralized and asynchronous realization of the “replica exchange” algorithm for simulating the structure, function, folding, and dynamics of proteins. Salsa provides a scalable communication and interaction substrate that presents a virtual shared space abstraction and enables the dynamic and asynchronous interactions required by the simulations to be simply and efficiently implemented. The design, implementation and experimental evaluation of Salsa and replica exchange-based simulations using Salsa are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Replica exchange is a powerful sampling algorithm that preserves canonical distributions and allows for efficient crossing of high energy barriers that separate thermodynamically stable states. In this formulation, several copies, or replicas, of the system of interest are simulated in parallel at different temperatures using “walkers”. These walkers occasionally swap temperatures to allow them to bypass enthalpic barriers by moving to a higher temperature. The replica exchange algorithm has several advantages over formulations based on constant temperature, and has the potential for significantly impacting the fields of structural biology and drug design - specifically, the problems of structure based drug design and the study of the molecular basis of human diseases associated with protein misfolding, which are the applications currently targeted by this research.

However, efficient and scalable parallel implementations of general formulations of the replica exchange algorithm present significant challenges. These challenges are primarily due to the dynamic and complex coordination and communication patterns between the walkers. These communication/coordination patterns depend on state of the simulation at the replicas and are known only at runtime, and consequently, implementing these simulations using commonly used parallel programming frameworks is non-trivial. Message passing frameworks such as MPI [1] require matching sends and receives to be explicitly defined for each interaction. Programming frameworks based on shared address spaces provide higher-level abstractions that can support more dynamic interactions. However, scalable implementation of global shared address spaces remains a challenge.

As a result, to the best of our knowledge, all the current parallel/distributed implementations of replica exchange simulations in use by the structural biology community are based on a simplified formulation of the algorithm that limits the potential power of the technique in two important ways: (1) the only parameter exchanged between the replicas is the temperature of each replica, and (2) the exchanges occur in a centralized and totally synchronous manner, and only between replicas with adjacent temperatures. The former limits the effectiveness of the method, while the latter limits its scalability to at most tens of homogeneous and relatively tightly coupled processors.

Enabling larger scale implementations of the general replica exchange formulation thus requires a communication substrate that can support decentralized management of exchange schedules, and asynchronous and decoupled communications, eliminating synchronization overheads and allowing implementations to be scalable. The paper describes the design and implementation of Salsa, a communication and interaction substrate that meets these requirements, and enables a novel, decentralized and asynchronous realization of the replica exchange algorithm for simulating the structure, function, folding, and dynamics of proteins. Salsa enables arbitrary walkers to dynamically exchange target temperatures and other information in a pair-wise manner based on an exchange probability condition that ensures detailed balance.

The Salsa-based replica exchange realization distinguishes itself from existing implementations in multiple aspects. As mentioned above, existing replica exchange implementations use a simplification of the replica exchange algorithm where the walkers that can exchange temperatures is limited to those with neighboring target temperatures. In these implementations, the pairs of walkers that exchange temperatures is centrally determined at a single node by periodically gathering temperatures from all the walkers at this node. While such a scheme is acceptable for simulations with a small number of walkers, as the number of walkers increases, the possibility of successful non-nearest neighbor temperature exchange also
increases significantly, and the temperature mixing is severely impeded when exchanges can only occur between neighboring temperatures.

Salsa essentially provides a virtual shared space abstraction that is specifically customized for replica exchange. The pairs of walkers that exchange information are dynamically and asynchronously determined using this virtual shared space abstraction. Walkers periodically post temperature ranges that are of current interest for exchange to the shared space. If this range overlaps with the range of interest posted by another walker, an exchange can occur. The actual exchange is then negotiated and completed by the individual walkers in a peer-to-peer manner. As a result, the exchanges are decoupled, dynamically and asynchronously determined, and not limited to neighboring temperatures. Salsa provides simple tuple-space-like [11] abstractions for accessing the virtual space. Walkers use the post operator to post temperature ranges of interest, and use either the blocking get or the non-blocking getp operator to retrieves a new temperature if the attempted exchange is successful or the old one if the attempted exchange is unsuccessful. Further, since exchanges are decoupled and asynchronous, communications and computation at the walkers can be overlapped to improve overall simulation performance.

The design and implementation of Salsa is based on the following observations about the replica exchange algorithm: (1) the overall temperature range of the simulation and the set of temperatures that are assigned to walkers are determined at the beginning of the simulation and are known to all the walkers; (2) the temperature assigned to a walker only changes when the walker performs an exchange; and (3) exchanges occur between pairs of nodes. The first two observations allow individual walkers to locally determine temperature ranges of interest and exchange decisions to be made in a decentralized and decoupled manner. The third observation allows actual exchanges to occur between pairs of walkers in parallel. Salsa consists of two main components: a directory layer that is implemented as a distributed hash table (DHT) where walkers can post temperature ranges of exchange interest and discover potential exchange partners in a decentralized and asynchronous manner; and a communication layer that manages the actual exchange of data in an efficient and peer-to-peer manner.

Salsa has been implemented within the IMPACT (Integrated Modeling Program, Applied Chemical Theory) molecular mechanics program [2] to enable two specific applications, which require large scale distributed replica exchange implementations: (1) simulations of the binding of ligands to the cytochrome P450 class of enzymes responsible for cellular detoxification and drug metabolism, and (2) simulations of the misfolding of naturally occurring human and mutated forms of the protein synuclein associated with Parkinson's disease. It is not possible to carry out these studies using standard molecular dynamics simulation techniques.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problem domain and gives an overview of the replica exchange algorithm. The section also describes current MPI-based implementations of the method. Section 3 describes the design of Salsa and presents the implementation of the Salsa-based decoupled and asynchronous replica exchange algorithm. Section 4 describes the implementation and the experimental evaluation of Salsa-based simulation. Section 5 reviews related work. Section 6 concludes the paper and outlines future research directions.

II. PARALLEL REPLICA EXCHANGE FOR STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY AND DRUG DESIGN

The sequencing of the human genome, in conjunction with rapidly increasing efforts in structural genomics, is producing an explosion in the number of available high resolution protein structures. Molecular simulations of protein structural changes and drug binding to proteins depend critically on the design of highly efficient algorithms to search over the very rough energy landscapes which govern protein folding and binding. Scalable parallel replica exchange implementations can potentially address these molecular search problems and can significantly impact structure based drug design applications.

A. The Replica Exchange Algorithm

Replica exchange is an advanced canonical conformational sampling algorithm designed to help overcome the sampling problem encountered in biomolecular simulations. The method had been proposed independently on several occasions in various disciplines [4], [5], [6], [7]. In this method, several copies, or replicas, of the system of interest are simulated in parallel at different temperatures using walkers. These walkers occasionally swap temperatures based on a proposal probability that maintains detailed balance [3]. These exchanges allow individual replicas to bypass enthalpic barriers by moving to high temperatures. A parallel version of this algorithm was proposed by Hukushima & Nemoto [7]. The replica exchange algorithm is easy to implement and does not require time-consuming preparatory procedures. Further, it can decrease the sampling time by factors of 20 or more, as compared to constant temperature molecular dynamics when applied to peptides at room temperature [8]. Details of the algorithm [3] as well as application examples [9], [10] are available elsewhere.

The MD replica exchange canonical sampling method has been implemented in IMPACT, the molecular simulation package used in this work, following the approach proposed by Sugita & Okamoto [9]. The method consists of running a series of simulations at fixed specified temperatures. Each replica corresponds to a temperature. An exchange of temperatures between replicas $i$ and $j$ at temperatures $T_m$ and $T_n$ is attempted periodically and is accepted according to the following Metropolis transition probability [9]:

$$W = \min \{1, \exp \left[ -(\beta_m - \beta_n)(E_j - E_i) \right] \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\beta = 1/kT$ and $E_i$ and $E_j$ are the potential energies of replicas $i$ and $j$, respectively. After a successful exchange, the velocities of replicas $i$ and $j$ are rescaled at the new temperature.
B. Existing Parallel Implementations of Replica Exchange-based Simulations

Molecular dynamics programs are essentially loops over a large number of integration steps, each of which advances the time forward for one step. Replica exchange is attempted periodically at a chosen interval of steps. As mentioned in the introduction, existing MPI-based parallel implementations of replica exchange are centralized and synchronous. For example, in the existing implementation in IMPACT, a central master node collects temperature data about all the replicas from the walker nodes, and then broadcasts the collected data array to the walkers. Each walker node receives this data array and sorts the array locally. Neighboring temperatures in the sorted array are potential partners for temperature exchange. The master node randomly selects between two modes of exchange. One is to exchange with upper neighboring temperature and the other is to exchange with lower neighboring temperature. The master notifies the walkers about the selected mode, and walkers can then mutually exchange temperatures based on this information. During the actual exchange, one of the two walker nodes with neighboring temperatures in the sorted array that are paired up for temperature exchange, acts as a temporary server. This walker collects temperature and potential energy data from the other node, determines whether the exchange is feasible based on the transition probability given in Eq. (1), and replies with either the new temperature, if the exchange is successful, or with a notice of denial otherwise.

The parallel replica exchange implementation described above has several limitations. First, the scheme limits the exchange to only neighboring temperatures. This limitation is not a concern when the number of replicas is small and there is a small chance of exchange between non-nearest temperatures. However, as the number of processors (and correspondingly walkers) increases, the difference between target temperatures becomes small enough to allow exchanges between non-nearest neighbor replicas. In such cases, more flexible schemes which allow non-nearest neighbor temperature exchange are desirable. Second, the implementation is based on a centralized master that gathers and scatters data system wide. Gathering data from all the nodes on a single node may be infeasible in large systems, and a centralized master can quickly become a bottleneck. Further, gather and scatter operations are synchronous and expensive. Also, since the master node also participates in the simulation as a walker, there is a load imbalance which can lead to additional synchronization overheads.

To overcome the above limitations, we propose a scalable decentralized and asynchronous realization of the replica exchange algorithm using the Salsa communication substrate, which is presented in the following section.

III. Salsa: A Framework for Parallel Asynchronous Replica Exchange

A. The Salsa Architecture

Salsa provides abstractions and underlying mechanisms to support efficient and scalable parallel implementations of the general replica exchange formulation, where walkers can exchange non-nearest neighbor temperatures in a decoupled, decentralized, and asynchronous manner. It essentially provides the abstraction of a virtual shared space that is specifically customized for replica exchange. The shared space supports tuple-space-like abstractions and is used by walkers to post temperature ranges of exchange interest and discover candidate walkers that it can potentially exchange temperature with. The underlying mechanisms support negotiation and efficient peer-to-peer data exchanges between appropriate walkers. A schematic of the Salsa architecture is presented in Figure 1. The framework consists of two main components: (1) a distributed directory layer; and (2) a communication layer. These components are described below.

1) Distributed Directory Layer: The distributed directory layer provides the Salsa virtual shared space abstraction and supports its associative access operators. It is implemented as a distributed hash table (DHT) where the index of the hash table is derived from the overall temperature range used by the simulation using a simple hashing function. This index is then dynamically partitioned and distributed across the participating nodes. Each node is thus responsible for its portion of the index and the corresponding temperature range, and essentially serves as the rendezvous point for exchange interest posting that intersects with its range. A Salsa service daemon running at each node is responsible for handling these exchange interest postings and storing them locally, and for detecting matches with existing postings of exchange interest at the node.

2) Communication Layer: The communication layer provides the mechanisms for negotiations and efficient data transfers. The negotiation mechanisms enable walkers to mutually agree to exchange data, while the data transfer mechanisms support low latency peer-to-peer data exchanges [21] between the walkers. Note that multiple data exchanges between different pairs of walkers can proceed in parallel.

B. Salsa Programming Interface

The operators provided by the Salsa application programming interface (API) are listed in Table I. These operations provide associative access to the virtual shared space and are similar to the operators provided by the tuple space model [11]. The interface includes operators to initialize the Salsa runtime...
The overall operation of Salsa is as follows. When a walker attempts to exchange its current target temperature, it computes a temperature range that it is willing to exchange with and posts this range to the shared space using the post operator. Based on the temperature range posted, the request is routed to all the service daemons whose index ranges overlap with the hashed posted range. Note that a posted temperature range may be unevenly distributed across the directory nodes resulting in load balancing issues. Currently Salsa addresses the issue using a simple load balancing protocol and plan to further improve the protocol. When a remote post request is received by a service daemon, the daemon first checks its storage for potential exchange partners. If a candidate exists (say \texttt{walker}_2), the requesting walker (say \texttt{walker}_1) is notified. Otherwise, the incoming request is stored.

Since a post request typically maps to multiple directory nodes and is then sent to multiple service daemons, it is possible that a requesting walker is notified of multiple candidates, if more than one daemons find a potential exchange partner. In this case, the first notification that reaches the requesting walker is accepted. However, the exchanging walkers must mutually agree to exchange data with each other. This requires a two-way handshake. In the example above, \texttt{walker}_1 will send out a query message to ask \texttt{walker}_2 whether it is available for an exchange. On receiving this query from \texttt{walker}_1, \texttt{walker}_2 checks its local state. This state can be “free”, “onhold”, or “finished”. The walker is available for an exchange only if it is in the “free” state. The “onhold” state indicates that the walkers has already agreed to exchange with another walker but exchange has not yet occurred. The “finished” state indicates the walker has already finished an exchange with another walker and its posted interest to exchange is no longer valid. In the example, if \texttt{walker}_2 is in the “free” state it will respond positively to \texttt{walker}_1. At this point both walkers confirm their intent to exchange data with each other and change their state to “onhold”. If \texttt{walker}_2 had responded negatively, \texttt{walker}_1 would have continued to negotiate with other walkers that it had been notified of until it finds a willing exchange partner or it has no more walkers to negotiate with. In the latter case, it just gives up and continues simulation with its current data until the next exchange cycle.

Once a pair of walkers agree to exchange data, they initiate the actual exchange by invoking the get or gеп operator. The exchange is performed using the mechanisms provided by the communication layer. The exchange proceeds as follows. One of the walkers sends its current data (e.g. temperature and energy) to its potential partner. The potential partner determines whether they can exchange based on data it receives and its own data. This step is necessary since the exchange happens asynchronously and in parallel with the computation, and a walkers data (i.e., energy) may have changed since it posted its exchange interest. If the walker decides to continue with the exchange, it will notify its partner of the decision and sends its current local data to complete the exchange. Note that an exchange is between a pair of walkers and multiple exchanges between different pairs of walkers can proceed in parallel.

An implementation of a parallel asynchronous replica exchange using Salsa is illustrated in Figure 3. As described above and shown in the figure, the scheme consists of two
phases. In the post phase, candidate exchange partners are identified and notified. These walkers negotiate with each other to create potential exchange partnerships. In the get or getp phase, these potential partners then attempt to exchange data.

In the Salsa-based replica exchange algorithm, a walker specifies the temperature range that it is interested in exchanging with as a parameter of the Salsa post operator. Usually, the larger the range, the higher is the probability of finding an exchange partner and will result in better solution quality. However, a larger range will also map to a large number of directory nodes and the post request will be forwarded to a large number of service daemons. This in turn increases communication overheads. The service daemons are also more loaded in this case, reducing their performance. Consequently, the temperature range posted must reflect the best tradeoff between solution quality and simulation performance.

IV. Salsa Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

A prototype of Salsa has been implemented using multithreading and TCP sockets. When Salsa is initialized by the application, a Salsa thread is spawned at each node in the system, which co-exists in the application address space. This thread acts as a Salsa service daemon and handles post request. Salsa service daemons discover and coordinate with each other to construct the directory layer DHT structure using a bootstrap server.

The effectiveness and scalability of the Salsa-based replica exchange algorithm is evaluated using the alanine tripeptide molecule. The tests are conducted on up to 68 processors (due to availability) using two Beowulf cluster, with 64 processors and 8 processors respectively, which consists of Linux-based computers connected by 100 Mbps full-duplex switches. Each processor has an Intel(R) Pentium-4 1.70GHz CPU with 512MB RAM and runs Linux 2.4.20-8 (kernel version). All the tests are configured to run for 10 ns total simulation time using the Hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) [22] molecular dynamics sampling algorithm. Each run is composed of 250,000 HMC cycles, each including 10 molecular dynamics integration steps with a 4 fs time-step. Replica exchange is attempted every 25 HMC cycles. Replica exchange temperatures are distributed exponentially within the 200-700 K range. The experiments compare the efficiency and performance of the Salsa-based implementation with the original MPI-based implementation in Impact. These experiments are described below.

A. Salsa-based vs. MPI-based Replica Exchange

An important feature of the Salsa-based replica exchange implementation is its ability to support non-nearest neighbor temperature exchanges. This feature is essential for ensuring proper mixing of temperatures across the walkers, especially when the simulation includes a large number of workers. At

1When the system size is large, post requests are only sent to a subset of the service daemons that correspond to the requests to reduce communication overheads.
equilibrium each walker visits each temperature with equal probability. The rate of temperature equilibration is measured by the number of “cross-walks”, whereby a walker originally within the low temperature range \((200 \text{ K} \leq T \leq 250 \text{ K})\) reaches the upper temperature range \((650 \text{ K} \leq T \leq 700 \text{ K})\) and then returns to the lower temperature range. As shown in Table II, the Salsa-based replica exchange implementation achieves a larger number of cross-walks as compared to the synchronous MPI-based replica exchange implementation. This is because the synchronous MPI implementation only supports nearest neighbor temperature exchanges, and the walkers have to travel through every temperature in order to complete a cross-walk in the temperature space. This diffusion process is particularly slow when the replica exchange simulation includes many temperatures. Since Salsa supports non-nearest neighbor temperature exchanges, a walker can “jump” through temperature space, resulting in a faster rate of temperature equilibration.

Table II shows the number of temperature cross-walks measured for Salsa-based replica exchange simulations with 8, 16, 32, 60, 120 and 136 walkers, compared with the corresponding number of cross-walks obtained using the MPI-based synchronous implementation. In these experiments, the temperature range posted by walkers in the Salsa-base replica exchange implementation was set to a window of 160 K around its target temperature, i.e., as \([\text{temp} - 80 \text{ K}, \text{temp} + 80 \text{ K}]\). In this configuration, a walker can exchange temperature with any other walker whose target temperature is less than 160K away, i.e., the ranges that the two walkers post intersect. The temperature ranges that defined a cross-walk in the experiments are listed in Table II. As seen from the results listed in the table, the number of observed temperature cross-walks is larger for the Salsa-based simulation, and it increases as the number of walkers increases. In contrast, the number of cross-walks observed for the MPI-based implementation decreases as the number of walkers increases. With 136 walkers there are only 3 temperature cross-walks observed in the case of the MPI-based implementation. In comparison 941 cross-walks are observed for the Salsa-based implementation. These results demonstrate that using non-nearest neighbors replica exchange algorithm enabled by Salsa provides significant benefits, especially when the density of the temperature distribution is large.

### B. Scalability of Salsa

The decentralized design of Salsa enables it to scale well with increasing number of processors. This experiment measures the wall-clock execution time for the Salsa-based and MPI-based implementations of the replica exchange simulation with 8, 16, 32, 60, 120, and 136 walkers. The results are plotted in Figure 4. Note that for the simulation with the cases of 120 and 136 walkers, 2 walkers were mapped to each processor since the combined system used had only 68 processors available. The execution time for both implementations are appropriately scaled for this case. Also note that, since Salsa-based replica exchange executes in a decentralized asynchronous manner, different walkers or processes may proceed at different speeds and therefore have different execution times.

The measurements plotted in Figure 4 correspond to the average execution time across all the walkers/processes. A large portion of the execution time is due to local potential energy evaluations necessary to propagate each walker in time. This component of the execution time is the same for both implementations. The remaining portion of the execution time is due to exchange communications and includes both communication times and the synchronization overheads. This component of the execution time is proportional to the number of exchanges and is different for the two implementations.

Figure 4(a) plots the average run-times for the two implementations for different numbers of processors and correspondingly, walkers. This plot reflects a combination of factors. First, since in the MPI-based implementation, exchanges are centralized and synchronous, they have high probability to be successful. However, in the case of Salsa, exchanges are decentralized and asynchronous, and many initiated exchanges may not succeed. As a result, there is some “wasted” communication in Salsa. However since this communication occurs in parallel and is overlapped with computations its impact is not as significant. Second, the Salsa-based simulations result in a larger number of cross-walks and thus perform a significantly larger number of exchange communications. The combined result of these two factors results in higher execution times for the Salsa-based implementations for up to 60 walkers. For a larger number of walkers, the bottleneck caused by centralization and synchronization in the MPI-based implementation becomes significant as apparent for the 120 and 136 walker cases in the plot. We believe that the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of walkers</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>32</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>120</th>
<th>136</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature range (in Kelvin) for measuring the number of cross-walks</td>
<td>250= &gt;</td>
<td>250= &gt;</td>
<td>250= &gt;</td>
<td>250= &gt;</td>
<td>250= &gt;</td>
<td>250= &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(write rate: per 250 steps )</td>
<td>650= &gt;</td>
<td>650= &gt;</td>
<td>650= &gt;</td>
<td>650= &gt;</td>
<td>650= &gt;</td>
<td>650= &gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posted temperature range for replica exchange</td>
<td>[−80K, 80K]</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table II</td>
<td>Number of temperature cross-walk events.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
impact of this bottleneck will be even more pronounced for larger systems and for distributed systems where gather/scatter operations are expensive.

It is also useful to consider the relative effective performance of the two implementations. As shown in Table II, the Salsa-based implementation produces more temperature cross-walks that in turn are reflected in a smaller convergence time, i.e., the time required to obtain a particular thermodynamic quantity of the molecular system within a given statistical uncertainty. To evaluate the effective gain in performance achieved using Salsa, Figure 4(b) plots the normalized execution time for both implementations, obtained by dividing the wall clock execution time by the number of cross-walks. This gives the average time required to achieve one temperature cross-walk. As this figure shows, for small number of processes the Salsa and MPI implementations have similar effective performance. However as the number of processes and correspondingly, the number of walkers increases, the performance of the Salsa-based simulation increases noticeably.

C. Effect of Posted Temperature Ranges on Cross-Walks

The temperature range posted by a walker ([-80 K, 80 K] in the experiment presented above) is an adjustable parameter that can be optimized for a specific system and number of walkers, to achieve the fastest convergence. To illustrate the effect of the posted temperature range on the number of temperature cross-walks, Figure 5 plots the number of cross-walks obtained using the ranges [-150 K, 150 K] and [-80 K, 80 K]. These results show that the [-80 K, 80 K] temperature range gives better results than the [-150 K, 150 K] range in the cases of 8, 16, 32, and 60 walkers while [-150 K, 150 K] gives better result in the case of 120 and 136 walkers.

V. RELATED WORK

A. Parallel Replica Exchange

Existing parallel implementations of replica exchange are based on a simplified formulation of the replica exchange algorithm as described previously, and use a centralized master to periodically schedule and manage exchanges. These implementations are either directly build on sockets, as in [3], or use message passing libraries such as MPI or PVM, as in [13]. In [13], H. J. C. Berendsen et al present a parallel replica exchange implementation developed specially for a ring topology. The implementation is suitable for systems where the processors can be configured as a (logical) ring and which support blocking send and receive calls. In this implementation, each processor only communicates with its two nearest neighbors on the ring. Like the MPI-based implementations, this implementation also supports only nearest neighbor temperature exchanges.

The Folding@home [12] project at Stanford University has proposed a multiplexed replica exchange algorithm. The algorithm uses multiplexed-replicas with a number of independent molecular dynamics runs at each temperature, and attempts exchanges of configurations between these multiplexed-replicas. In this formulation, the efficiency of the simulation is enhanced as a number of independent molecular dynamics simulation replicas are run at each temperature and there are a larger number of potential exchange partners available. Further, the multiplexing between replicas is arranged in such a way that the discrepancy between exchange partners is reduced. In contrast, Salsa improves simulation efficiency by eliminating the limitation of nearest neighbor exchanges, instead of introducing redundant computations. Both algorithms, however, use parallelism to improve the efficiency of the simulation.

To the best of our knowledge, the work presented in this paper is the first to address the decentralized and asynchronous parallel implementation of replica exchange. This not only improves scalability but also improves efficiency by enabling...
non-nearest neighbor temperature exchanges, which is desirable for simulations with a large number of replicas.

B. Shared Space Abstractions

One of the earlier research efforts on virtual shared space abstractions was the tuple space model proposed by N. Carrier and D. Gelernter in [11]. Subsequently several research projects have addressed the model and its implementation. These include commercial products and research prototypes with varied foci, such as JavaSpaces [14], TSpaces [15], XMLSpaces [16], Lime [17], PeerWare [18], PeerSpace [19], and Comet [20]. The virtual shared space abstraction provided by Salsa is customized towards the application domain, which also allows it to avoid some of the overheads and consistency issues of a general shared space.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The paper presents a novel implementation of replica exchange algorithm using Salsa, a framework that presents a shared space abstraction at runtime to user applications. The Salsa-based replica exchange supports exchange between non-nearest neighboring temperatures, asynchronous communication to enable overlapping communication with computation, decentralized communication paradigm to avoid the central bottleneck in a client/server version of the implementation. The approach helps improving the overall efficiency and scalability of the simulation.

The overall goal of the project is to enable large-scale Grid-based parallel and distributed molecular simulations of protein structural changes and drug binding to proteins. Specific tasks include (1) implementing a prototype interaction and coordination framework, based on Salsa, for wide-area distributed replica exchange simulations, (2) developing, deploying and evaluating the Grid-based Impact implementation, and (3) using the grid-based Impact implementation to provide scientific insights.

While Salsa, as presented in this paper, has been specially customized for the replica exchange algorithm, the underlying approach, i.e., developing domain specific and semantically specialized associative interaction/coordination spaces, can potentially support a more general class of applications that exhibit extremely dynamic and complex coordination and communication behaviors. We will investigate other applications that can benefit from this approach and generalize Salsa to support these applications.
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